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Praises and thanks are to the God who is Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And, 

He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His Ahlul-

Bait and curses be upon their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advise myself and you to be virtuous and exert all the best in his way. Also I warn myself 

and you from damned Satan and his temptation and deceive. Surely he is the one that god 

introduce him as our enemy in more than twenty places in holy Quran. As one of this warn 

is  in Surah Al-Baqareh when it say:{O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; 

and do not follow the footsteps of the Evil One, for he is to you an avowed enemy. 168/2} . 

Additionally Allah count fifteen footstep, deceive and trick of Satan, for example 

Intoxicants, gambling, adultery, Monkars, making division and hatred between people, 

scaring people from poverty. encouraging people to taking interest on money, duplicity, 

whispering, asking from Taghot for judgment,  decorating sin and postponing Tobeh. May 

Allah save us from all of these. I supplicate from god to help us to understand all of Satan’s 

deceive and avoiding all of them. 

Important events  

Today is the anniversary of  Imam Sajad’s martyrdom according to Sheikh Mofid 

narration. 

Imam Sajad’s life had tree period. He was two years old when his grandfather passed 

away, and he spent his next ten years with his uncle, Imam Hassan Al-Mojtaba. After 

Imam Hassan’s martyrdom he lived with his father until Ashura. So in the day of Ashura 

he was about twenty three. by Ashura his Imamt period started and continued for thirty five 

years. He martyred in the ninety-fifth of Hejry and he face during these years very hard 

situation and lots of restrictions but he done all of his duty in the best way. 

In such hard situation that Yazid killed Ahlul beit and attack to Medina and he attack to 

Mecca and destroyed some part of Kaaba, Imam Sajad chose different way to dispread the 

teachings of god, true interpretation of Quran and Prophet Mohammed’s (P.BU.H) Sonah. 

One way is Prays. Prays or Dua apparently is a privet conection between Mommens and 

his lord but we can see through his pray lessons of moral and dispersed of god’s order. It is 

interpreting of main pilot of believes and Sharie laws. With carful look we can also realize 



true manner of Islamic society. It is sufficient for us to look at some of pray in the Sahife 

Sajadiyeh that is like a mine of wisdom, because of that it called sister of Quran and Zabor 

of ahlul Baite. It has lower rank in comparison to god’s book and higher rank in 

comparison to human’s book.  

The second way is teaching and training very special students. They were representative of 

Imam between people. Sheikh Toosy named eighty one of them in his books for example 

Said Ibn Jobeir that he was reciting holy Quran in two Rakat of his pray. or Abu Hamzeh 

Smaly that he narrated the famous pray being recited in Ramadan’s dawn. This Dua is deep 

sea of Islamic teaching and morality.  

The third way that he teach us is mourning for his father. He cried over thirty years when 

he saw water or food and he said: Son of Prophet Mohammed got killed thirty and hungry. 

By these mourning he revealed real face of Bani Omayeh and broadcast the massage of 

Ashura  

We beg god to help us to know him better and go follow his order.  
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